An increasing number of programming languages, such as Fortran 90 and APL, are providing a rich set of intrinsic array functions and array expressions. These constructs which constitute an important part of data parallel languages provide excellent opportunities for compiler optimizations. In this paper, we present a new approach to combine consecutive array operations or array expressions into a composite access function of the source arrays. Our scheme is based on the composition of access functions, which is analogous to a composition of mathematic functions. Our new scheme can handle not only data movements of arrays with di erent numbers of dimensions and with multiple-clause array operations but also masked array expressions and multiple-source array operations. As a result, our proposed scheme is the rst synthesis scheme which can collectively synthesize Fortran 90 RESHAPE, EOSHIFT, MERGE, array reduction operations, and WHERE constructs. In addition, we also discuss the case that the synthesis scheme may result in a performance anomaly due to the presence of common subexpressions and one-to-many array operations. A solution is proposed to avoid such a performance anomaly. Experimental results show speedups from 1.21 to 2.95 over the base code for code fragments from real applications on a Sequent multiprocessor machine, and also show comparable performance improvements on an 8-node SGI Power Challenge by incorporating our proposed optimizations.
Introduction
An increasing number of programming languages, such as Fortran 90 3], HPF (High Performance Fortran) 19], APL, and possibly C++ with built-in array classes 20], provide a rich set of intrinsic array functions and array constructs. These intrinsic array functions and array expressions operate on the elements of multi-dimensional array objects concurrently without requiring iterative statements. These array operations provide a rich source of data parallelism. They can e ciently support parallel execution and improve the portability of programs by explicitly exposing the data parallelism of each operation.
Multiple consecutive array operations specify a particular mapping relationship between the source arrays and nal target array. A straightforward compilation for these consecutive array functions or array expressions may translate each array operation into a (parallel) nested loop and use a temporary array to pass intermediate results to following array functions. Synthesis of multiple consecutive array functions or array expressions can compose several data access functions into an equivalent composite reference pattern. Thus, the synthesis can improve performance by reducing redundant data movement, temporary storage usage, and parallel loop synchronization overhead.
For example, consider the array expression below which consists of several array functions.
B=CSHIFT(( TRANSPOSE(EOSHIFT(A,1,"0",1)) + RESHAPE(C,/4,4/) ),1,1)
The goal of array operation synthesis is to nd a function F 0 at compile time such that B = F 0 (A,C) can be used to substitute the original expression above. Similarly, we can use expression A = F 0 (X) to replace the expression below A=CSHIFT(CSHIFT(TRANSPOSE(CSHIFT(CSHIFT( TRANSPOSE(X),1,+1),2,+1)),1,-1),2,-1) where F 0 is the identity function, i.e., A i,j]=X i,j].
In this paper, we propose a new array operation synthesis scheme to nd the synthesized function F 0 . Our scheme is based on the composition of mathematic functions. It starts with deriving a mathematic access function for each array expression or intrinsic array function. We then use a function composition approach to compose multiple access functions. This composition is semantically equivalent to the synthesis of array functions. Our scheme can handle arrays with di erent numbers of dimensions, masked array expressions, multiple-source array operations, array location operations, array reduction operations, and multiple-clause array functions 1 . Although the proposed scheme is applicable to any programming language with array expression syntax or intrinsic array functions, we are particularly interested in optimizing Fortran 90 array language programs as it has become a de facto data parallel language in the scienti c and engineering communities. As a result, we can handle compositions of extensive Fortran 90 array constructs, such as RESHAPE, SPREAD, EOSHIFT, TRANSPOSE, CSHIFT, and MERGE functions, array sections, array reduction functions, WHERE and ELSE-WHERE constructs. None of the existing synthesis schemes can synthesize such an extensive set of array operations. In addition, in the absence of common subexpressions and one-to-many array operations, our array synthesis scheme always produces codes which are more e cient than the base codes in the following respect. The synthesis scheme never increases the total number of stores and loads and the computation time. In the presence of common subexpressions and one-to-many array operations, the number of loads and the computation time may increase. We call this phenomenon synthesis anomaly. A solution is proposed to avoid synthesis anomaly. In this paper, we assume the underlying architecture a at shared memory parallel machine. Our experiments are done on two platforms: a Sequent multiprocessor and a SGI Power Challenge machine. Experimental results from a Sequent multiprocessor machine show speedups ranging from 1.21 to 2.95 for code fragments from real applications by incorporating the proposed optimizations. Our scheme is equally e ective when applied on a SGI Power Challenge environment. These results show that this synthesis scheme is an e ective technique in improving the performance of programs with array operations.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the related work. Section 3 illustrates array operations and data access functions, which are the foundation to our array operation synthesis. Section 4 details our scheme in synthesizing array operations. Section 5 discusses an optimization of index functions generated by our synthesis scheme. Section 6 discusses a synthesis anomaly behavior and proposes a solution to the problem. Section 7 presents additional synthesis techniques to synthesize the array reduction (location) operations and WHERE constructs in Fortran 90. Section 8 analyzes the complexity of our synthesis scheme. Section 9 shows our experimental results, and Section 10 concludes this paper.
Previous Work
Much of earlier work on optimizing array language programs can be traced back to the research done for compiling APL programs. Guibas and Wyatt 14] rst proposed a universal selector representation called a stepper to encode the way in which elements of the current function take part in the formation of the nal target. The data structure in a stepper consists of four arrays which specify the corresponding axis, start, and stride in the source array and also the size of each target axis. A number of array optimization schemes have since been developed based on the stepper representation. Budd 6] presented several variant data request representations: arithmetic progression vector, column vector, and o set vector, which aimed at vector machines. Ju, Wu, and Carini 15] proposed a scheme which is derived from the stepper representation, but they considered a Concatenate function which was not treated in 14] . The method in 15], however, did not support the data accesses between arrays of di erent dimensional space, masked array expressions, and array operations of multiple sources. In the stepper mechanism, the data access pattern of each function is characterized by a stepper representation and a subarray boundary. The stepper mechanism, though heavily used by previous researchers, is insu cient to handle masked array expressions and array operations of multiple sources. As a consequence, these stepper-based mechanisms fail to synthesize the Fortran 90 constructs, such as MERGE, RESHAPE function, and WHERE construct.
Balasundaram and Kennedy proposed the use of simple sections and data access descriptors to approximate an array reference pattern in a loop 4]. Their method was used to detect task parallelism between program loops, but they are insu cient to represent the access patterns of many array constructs, such as SPREAD, MERGE, and WHERE. Chatterjee et al. developed a size and access inference scheme to step up the grain size of computation and reduces synchronizations for executing data parallel programs on multiprocessor machines 7] 9]. They build a global computation graph for a program and partition the graph into clusters, where the generation and consumption patterns of data vectors are derived. In contrast, our approach synthesizes adjacent array operations in expression trees based on the data access functions of these array operations. This allows more e cient compilation time and space usage. Although their work has a goal similar to ours, we handle more Fortran 90 constructs, such as EOSHIFT, CSHIFT, and WHERE. Our study reports similar speedups to theirs on corresponding numbers of processors, though di erent benchmarks and systems were used.
Waters 25] pointed out the importance of array-style programming and optimization for array operations. The focus of his work was to list a number restrictions in user programs for e cient transformations of Series (unbounded vectors) expressions and communicate these restrictions to the users through static veri cation by a compiler. The result of generating pipelined code for array optimization in his work is similar to our synthesis scheme wants to accomplish. His work, however, does not provide solutions to compose array operations with a mismatched ordering between a source and a target, such as CSHIFT, EOSHIFT, SPREAD, and RESHAPE, and to handle WHERE constructs due to a straight-line computation constraint. Walinsky and Banerjee 26] described the development of a compiler for a functional language, FP, on CM-2 machines. Their work identi ed a particular class of data rearrangement functions, called routing functions, which are amenable to compiler analysis and optimization. Routing functions can be optimized with \de nition propagation". Dead-code elimination and index renaming are used to help gain more opportunities for doing de nition propagations. The idea of de nition propagations is similar to our array operation synthesis. However, the routing functions handled in their work are quite limited. Their method does not handle array operations with segmented data movements in di erent index ranges. As a result, de nition propagation in 26] does not handle operations such as CSHIFT, EOSHIFT, reduction operations, and WHERE constructs.
Our main framework here is to compose consecutive array operations or array expressions in Fortran 90 into a composite function of the source arrays to improve program performances. In addition to the main synthesis framework, two auxiliary techniques are needed to solidify the performance gains during the synthesis process. As we will see later in this paper, the two auxiliary techniques are for array descriptor optimizations and synthesis anomaly solutions. Work related to those two techniques are given below. A number of previous work are related to array descriptor optimization. Similar approaches were used in code generation for array assignments 12, 24, 10, 23] , in HPF, but they were aimed at di erent purposes. Havlak and Kennedy 17] also described the techniques to combine and merge array descriptors. Sips et al. 23 ] developed V-cal calculus for SPMD code generations and various optimizations. One of their optimizations is the compile-time conversion of these sets to "closed form" index sets, which is important to reduce run-time overhead. Their concept is similar to our optimization for array descriptors, but we extend the code generation techniques to synthesized codes with coupled index functions.
In the work related to synthesis anomaly handling, Chatterjee, Gilbert, and Schreiber 8] discussed how to align arrays on distributed-memory machines to reduce communication costs. Their method identi es situations in which replicated alignment is either required by the program itself (via SPREAD operations) or can be used to improve performance. In the presence of a SPREAD operation within a do loop, a broadcast will occur in every iteration if the input array of the SPREAD operation is not replicated, while a single broadcast will occur (at loop entry) if it is replicated. The solution in their work is to apply a network ow algorithm. It will rst construct an align distribution graph (ADG) and then apply the network ow algorithm to nd the optimal replication labeling. Their solution should be applicable to our problem only that their work tries to reduce communication, while our work tries to reduce the computation. In addition, we incorporate loop interchanges for further synthesis (Section 6.2 of our paper) opportunities. Knobe and Dally 18] described a shape-based abstraction for compiler optimizations. They also suggested \invariant code motion" which is a transformation that removes a loop index from the shape of an operation when the results of all iterations are identical. Their idea in performing loop transformations to gain performances is similar to our work in solving synthesis anomaly.
A preliminary result of our research was published in 13]. We have signi cantly strengthened the study in this paper through the following respects. The optimization of combining predicates of testing index ranges and loop bounds is further formalized and extended to cover additional cases, such as coupled index functions. In addition, our synthesis scheme is extended to deal with array reduction functions, an important set of Fortran 90 intrinsic functions. Finally, we provide experimental results at an 8-node SGI Power Challenge machine in addition to the earlier results from a Sequent multiprocessor machine to demonstrate that our scheme is an e ective scheme for array operation optimizations on di erent platforms.
Data Access Functions of Array Operations
Our scheme starts with the derivation of a mathematic function for each array expression or intrinsic array function to characterize the access pattern of source array elements. We then use a function composition approach to compose these functions. In this section, we will rst introduce the mathematic function describing an array access pattern, which is called "data access function" in our work. We will then describe how each array intrinsic function and array operation can be mapped to a \data access function".
We rst show an example of a data access function for the CSHIFT operation in Fortran 90, and the general de nition of data access functions is given later.
Example 1 Let that A and B be 4 by 4 matrices, the data access function of B=CSHIFT (A,1,1) The above equation speci es that A i-3,j] is moved to B i,j] when (i, j) is in the range of (4:4,1:4), and A i+1,j] is moved to B i,j] when (i, j) is in the range of (1:3, 1:4). The notation of (/i,j/,/4:4,1:4/) is a type of array section descriptor, called segmentation descriptor in our work, to describe the range of indexes and access stride in a data access function. The general form of a segmentation descriptor is de ned below.
De nition 1 A segmentation descriptor, speci es a set of accessed array elements, and is de ned as follows: In the form of l k :u k :s k above, l k , u k and s k indicate the lower bound, upper bound and stride of f k (i 1 ,i 2 , ,i n ), respectively. We may omit the stride if it is 1. f i (i 1 ,i 2 , ,i n ) is a linear function of (i 1 ,i 2 , ,i n ).
(2)If 1 and 2 are two segmentation descriptors, then the intersection of 1 and 2 , 1^ 2 , is also a segmentation descriptor. A simple segmentation descriptor contains no intersection operators. Appendix B gives a summary of data access functions for Fortran 90 array operations which we handle in this paper.
Synthesis of Array Operations
Our scheme works by deriving an access function for each array expression or intrinsic array function. We then use a function composition approach to compose those access functions. This composition is semantically equivalent to the synthesis of array functions. Our approach to perform array operation synthesis can be divided into four steps as described below.
Step 1: Build the parse tree of an array expression The rst step is to construct a parse tree for an array expression. Figure 1 shows the parse tree for the running example expression, The source arrays are at the leaf nodes. In this example, arrays A and C are the source arrays. Each internal node including the root corresponds to an array operation. We assign a unique name to each temporary array at an internal node, and the temporary array holds an intermediate result during a straightforward translation. The array labelled as the root is the target array, and it contains the nal result of the array expression upon completion. Step 2: Derive the data access functions
In this step, we derive the data access function for each internal node. For the EOSHIFT function in the running example, the data access function is: Step 3: Synthesize data access functions
In this step, the derived data access functions from step 2 are synthesized into one data access function. A data access function may contain multiple data access patterns delimited by their segmentation descriptors. We rst discuss how to synthesize two data access patterns. The synthesis of two data access functions can then be done through a series of syntheses of two data access patterns. If the segmentation descriptor of a data access pattern is omitted, the access pattern is applied to the whole index space of the target array. Assume the following two multiple-source data access patterns: We now present how to synthesize two data access functions. For the following two data access functions, Equation (3) is the data access function of array S with an x number of data access patterns, and Equation (2) is the data access function of array T with a y number of data access patterns. Array T is a temporary array, and T appears in the RHS of the data access patterns of (3). Without loss of generality, we assume that array T appears in all of the data access patterns in (3). In the synthesis of the two data access functions, we have to perform the substitutions of data access patterns x y times. This will produce a data access function with an x y number of data access patterns. The nal synthesized data access function is in (4): S i1; i2; : : : (4) where 0
x;y is calculated in the same way in (1).
The above discussion describes the process of synthesizing two data access functions. To synthesize an array expression or consecutive array operations, we start with the data access function in the root of the parse tree. For each temporary array at the RHS of the data access function, we substitute it with the data access function of that temporary array. The substitution may produce other temporary arrays in the RHS. This substitution process is repeated top-down on the parse tree until all of the temporary arrays in the RHS are substituted by the source arrays. We use the example in Figure 1 to show how these data access functions are synthesized. We start with the data access function in the root (CSHIFT) of the parse tree: 
F(x,y)=x+y
Step 4: Code generation
After having derived the nal synthesized data access function (5), we use it to generate a nested loop. For the running example, we use the synthesized data access function obtained in step 3 to generate the pseudo code below. 
Optimization
The code generated from step 4 in the previous section does not have any temporary arrays and redundant data movements. It consists of only a single nested loop. However, a number of "if-then" clauses in the code may produce signi cant overhead due to the computation of guarding predicates at run-time. In this section, we develop a systematic scheme to remove the guarding predicates by calculating the exact index ranges of a segmentation descriptor at compile time. The scheme derives the bounds of nested loops to cover the index range of each segmentation descriptor. These bounds are used to generate a loop for each segmentation descriptor without the guarding predicates.
Optimization for Segmentation Descriptors with A ne Index Functions
In this section, we handle the case that the index function in a segmentation descriptor is an a ne function. Assume the following segmentation descriptor, where l 0 , u 0 , and m 0 are the normalized lower bound, upper bound, and stride, respectively. We then perform the intersection of the segmentation descriptors after the normalization. Below is an example to illustrate the normalization process. The work done on code generations for array assignments 12, 24, 10, 23] in HPF also provide detailed algorithms for this normalization process. Example 6 Assume a segmentation descriptor, (=3 i + 5=; =4 : 100 : 5=). We show how to perform normalization.
Step 1 Step 3. i2 ((?2 ? 5 (?1)) : (?2 ? 5 (?6)) : j ? 5j) ) i2(3:28:5).
The example above shows the steps to normalize the segmentation descriptor for each dimension. By repeating it in all of the dimensions of a segmentation descriptor, (/f 1 (i 1 ). An example below describes the steps to perform an intersection, and a detailed algorithm can be also seen in work done on code generations for array assignments 12, 24, 10, 23] in HPF. Example 7 Assume the following regular section speci ers in two normalized segmentation descriptors: (5:100:6) and (7:200:5) . Four steps are needed to perform the intersection of the segmentation descriptors.
Step 1. i 2 (5:100:6) \ (7:200:5) ) 7 i 100.
Step 2. i = 6 x + 5 = 5 y + 7 ) 6 x ? 5 Let us consider the segmentation descriptor of the rst data access pattern in our example obtained in Step 4 of Section 4, i.e., (=i; j=; =1 : 3; 1 : 4=)^ (=j; i + 1=; =1 : 3; 1 : 4=)). After normalization, we obtain (=i; j=; =1 : 3; 1 : 4=)^ (=i; j=; =0 : 3; 1 : 3=)). After intersection, we have (=i; j=; =1 : 3; 1 : 3=).
By using the scheme mentioned above, three other segmentation descriptors of the example can be computed similarly as follows. These new index ranges can then be used to generate the code below. Figure 2 gives a pictorial view of the composite access patterns after the optimization process. Each parallel loop executes the exact index ranges of the required computation. We can merge the data access functions of the two array section movements to obtain the following data access function: To generate code for the rst data access pattern, we have to perform a normalization and an intersection on (=i + (j ? 1) 10=; =1 : 500=)^ (=i; j=; =1 : 10; 1 : 100=).
The general form of a segmentation descriptor with a coupled index function is (=a i + b j + c=,/l 1 :u 1 :s 1 /)^ (=i=,/l 2 :u 2 :s 2 /)^ (/j/,/l 3 :u 3 :s 3 /). We show how to generate code based on this form in Algorithm 1. An example is listed below to illustrate the steps in Algorithm 1. Example 8 We use this examplis to illustrate Algorithm 1. Assume the following segmentation descriptor with one coupled index function: (/i+(j-1)*10/,/1:500/)^ (/i/,/1:10/)^ (/j/,/1:100/) Algorithm 1 : Code generation for segmentation descriptor with a coupled index function Input: (/a*i+b*j+c/,/l1:u1:s1/)^ (/i/,/l2:u2/)^ (/j/,/l3:u3/).
Step 1.
For an integer k, we have a i + b j + c = l1 + s1 k ) a i + b j ? s1 k = l1 ? c. i = p1 V + p2 W + c1 j = q1 V + q2 W + c2 k = r1 W + c3 (6) Note that p1; p2; q1; q2; r1; c1; c2; and c3 are integral constants. V and W are integral variables.
Step 2.
Combining Equation (6) with the lower bounds and upper bounds of variables i,j and k, we obtain: l2 p1 V + p2 W + c1 u2 (7) l3 q1 V + q2 W + c2 u3 (8) l1 l1 + (r1 W + c3) s1 u1 (9) By solving inequality (9), it gives the lower bound and upper bound of variable W. Assume Lw and Uw are the lower bound and upper bound of variable W in inequality (9) .
Let Lv(x) be the lower bound of V in inequality (7) when W equals x. Let Uv(x) be the upper bound of V in inequality (7) We then generate parallel loop as follows:
Note that all of the index variables, i, j and k, within the loop body should be transformed according to (6) .
End Of Algorithm
Step A segmentation descriptor containing more than one coupled index functions can be solved similarly. We show the form with two coupled index functions below. Step 1.
For integers k and l, we have a1 i + b1 j + c1 = l1 + s1 k and a2 i + b2 j + c2 = l2 + s2 l ) a1 i + b1 j ? s1 k = l1 ? c1 and a2 i + b2 j ? s2 l = l2 ? c2 Multiplying the rst and the second equations by a2 and a1, respectively, yields: a1 a2 i + a2 b1 j ? a2 s1 k = a2 l1 ? a2 c1 (10) a1 a2 i + a1 b2 j ? a1 s2 l = a1 l2 ? a1 c2 (11) Subtract the second equation from the rst one, and the result is (a2 b1 ? a1 b2) j ? a2 s1 k + a1 s2 l = a2 l1 ? a2 c1 ? a1 l2 + a1 c2 (12) Note that p1; p2; q1; q2; r1; c1; c2; and c3 are integral constants. V and W are integral variables. Since a1 i + b1 j + c1 = l1 + s1 k, we have i = l1 + s1 k ? b1 j ? c1 a1 = l1 + s1 (q1 V + q2 W + c2) ? b1 (p1 V + p2 W + c1) ? c1 a1 (13) Step 2. Combining Equation (12) and (13) with the lower bounds and upper bounds of variables i,j,k and l, we can use the same mechanism in the previous algorithm to compute the range of variable W. Similarly, we can generate a parallel loop.
End Of Algorithm 
In 
Synthesis Anomaly and Solution
Array synthesis can improve program performance by reducing redundant data movement, temporary storage usage, and loop barrier synchronization overhead. The proposed synthesis scheme, however, may increase the execution time of programs due to the replication of computation while intermediate arrays are eliminated. This occurs when the array being considered to be eliminated is replicated by a one-to-many array operation or is a program temporary which will be used multiple times. Note that in the absence of common subexpressions and one-to-many array operations, the array operation synthesis always reduces the amount of stores, loads, and computation in consecutive array operations. In the case of a program temporary which will be used multiple times, the synthesized data access functions in the whole program may contain common subexpressions. This can be solved by extending the conventional method mentioned in 2] to eliminate common subexpressions. What remains to be solved is the replication problem in one-to-many operations. The typical one-to-many array operation in Fortran 90 is the SPREAD intrinsic array function. For example, consider the following code segment: Assume that array A above is a temporary variable to be eliminated by the synthesis process. If we synthesize array expressions (S1) and (S2) separately, the performance will be better than that of synthesizing array expressions (S1) and (S2) collectively based on the presented schemes so far. In the rst case which synthesizes the expressions separately, the synthesized code is as follows:
It needs N times of each of SIN, SQRT, and COS arithmetic operations, 2 N + N M times of oating-point addition operations, and N + N M times of assignments. In the second case which synthesizes the expressions collectively, (S1) and (S2) are synthesized collectively, the synthesized code is as follows:
It needs N M times of each of SIN, SQRT, and COS arithmetic operations, 3 N M times of oating-point addition operations and N M times of assignments. In virtually all computer systems, the run time performance from the rst case will outperform that of the second one. This example shows that the synthesis may increase the cost of total computation. This is due to the fact that the SPREAD function in Fortran 90 replicates an array by adding one more dimension. This function speci es a one-to-many data movement between the source and target arrays.
Prevention of Synthesis Anomaly
One way to avoid this performance anomaly is to detect every appearance of one-to-many operation, and use it as a boundary for the synthesis scheme. However, this conservative method does not exploit the full opportunities for synthesis optimization. In this section, we present a heuristic method which can synthesize an important subset of expressions containing one-to-many operations, without incurring any performance anomaly. Our algorithm is listed in Algorithm 3. It can be divided into three steps. In the rst step, it checks if any one-to-many operation exists. If the one-to-many function does not exist, array operation synthesis is performed based on the earlier scheme. If there is a one-to-many operation, the expression which substitutes the source of a one-to-many array operation is placed within a pair of curly brackets. In our SPREAD example, we get the following data access pattern:
T
i,j]=fSIN(SQRT(B i]+0.5)+COS(C i]))g+D i,j]
In general, there may be multiple bracketed subexpressions, where each one represents a one-to-many data movement between the source and target arrays.
In the second step, we examine the nal data access function after synthesis. The algorithm removes the curly brackets from the nal synthesized expression if the expression within a pair of curly brackets does not have any arithmetic computation. The rationale is that in this case there is no computation to be replicated.
The nal step is the code generation stage. In this stage, the duplicated computation can be avoided by moving the bracketed subexpression to an outer loop. If the array subscript within a pair of curly brackets is an admissible pre x (de ned below) of the index variables of the target array, we can always move the bracketed subexpressions to an outer loop. Otherwise, we will report that the statements should be split into two separate parts for synthesis.
De nition 3 Assume S = fa 1 ,a 2 , ,a n g is a sequence of an ordered set. AP = fb 1 (Assume that the target array at the LHS of the synthesized data access function is T i1,i2, ,in])
IF (there exists no one-to-many array operation) Perform array synthesis and code generation as de ned in previous sections. EXIT. ELSE Perform a modi ed array synthesis. In the substitution process of array synthesis, the expression which substitutes the source of a one-to-many array operation is placed within a pair of curly brackets. ENDIF Step 2.
Remove the pair of curly brackets from the nal synthesized expression if the expression within the curly brackets does not have any arithmetic computation.
Step 3.
IF (there exists an array subscript within the curly brackets in the RHS of the synthesized data access function which is not an admissible pre x of fi1,i2, ,ing )
Report the statement number, where the expressions inside and outside the curly brackets will be synthesized separately. ELSE
(1) For the RHS of the synthesized data access function, choose a bracketed subexpression, say ', which does not contain another bracketed subexpression. Assume the loop index variables in ' are i1,i2, ,ik. 
Loop Interchange for More Synthesis
In the mechanism proposed in the previous section, the synthesis process has to stop when there is a one-to-many operations and the array subscript within a pair of curly brackets created in the Algorithm 3 is not an admissible pre x of the index variables of the target array. In this section, we allow continuation of the synthesis process by devising the loop orders so that the array subscript within a pair of curly brackets can be an admissible pre x of the index variables of the target array.
For example, if we have the following data access function.
T i; j; k] = fCOS(B j; k])g + E i; j; k] fSIN(D k])g
Since fj,kg and fkg are not admissible pre xes of fi,j,kg, thus the synthesis stopped at the one-to-many data access function. However, both fj,kg and fkg are admissible pre xes of fk,j,ig. Therefore, we can rearrange the loop nested order to fk,j,ig instead of fi,j,kg. The loop interchange makes the synthesis possible. In this example, we can nd that both fkg and fj,kg are admissible pre xes of fk,j,ig. We rearrange the loop nested order to k,j,i and generate the synthesized code without duplicated computation as follows. In this section, we discuss synthesis beyond a single statement and point out the constrains of our synthesis scheme. In addition, we present two advanced synthesis techniques. The rst is to synthesize array reduction and location operations. The second is the method to synthesize WHERE constructs of Fortran 90.
Global Synthesis and Synthesis Constraints
Based on the statement merge optimization in 16], this synthesis framework can be applied to synthesize the array operations in di erent array assignment statements. For example, if T is a program temporary array, the following two array expressions: T=TRANSPOSE(CSHIFT(A,1,1)) B=MERGE(T,F,S) can be transformed to B=MERGE(TRANSPOSE(CSHIFT(A,1,1)),F,S) One bene t of statement merge is to eliminate array variables introduced to pass values across statements. In addition, statement merge permits more opportunities for synthesizing consecutive array functions by concatenating statements. Statement merge needs accurate data ow analysis of the reaching de nition and use information and is well treated in 16]. The main issue is to decide whether an array is a temporary array or not. To obtain this information, we need to perform liveness analysis 2]. For example, see the following code fragment which is in the inner-most loop of Sandia Wave application 16]. The data ow analysis for reaching de nitions nds out that the de nitions of FXP, FXM, FYP and FYM in S1, S2, S3 and S4, respectively, reaches S5. The data ow analysis for liveness nds out that FXP, FXM, FYP and FYM are not used anywhere other than statement S5. Thus, FXP, FXM, FYP and FYM are array temporaries for S5. The synthesis continues until all of the temporary arrays are eliminated.
Our framework can handle an extensive set of array operations include TRANSPOSE, CSHIFT, EOSHIFT, MERGE, SPREAD, RESHAPE, array reduction and location functions, and WHERE constructs. In the case of array section assignment operations, we have two constraints to synthesize multiple array assignment statements, which refer to the same array but di erent sections as their targets. First, these array section assignments may not move data into overlapped areas. Second, the union of di erent sections at LHS in multiple statements is equal to the whole array. These two constraints can be checked statically. Synthesis with array elements referenced in DO loops and FORALL loops is beyond the scope of this paper.
Synthesis of Array Reduction and Location Functions
A reduction function reduces an argument array in the way that all elements along a speci ed dimension participate in producing a scalar result and thus the number of dimensions is reduced by one. A location function locates the maximum or minimum value in the argument array along a speci ed dimension. Because of the many-to-one property of array reduction and location functions, they are di cult to represent the data access functions presented in the preceding sections. For example, real a(50,100), e (50) e=sum(a,dim=2)
For the above array reduction function SUM, the data access function may be speci ed as: Although it is possible to represent a data access function in this manner, yet the number of arguments of F is 100. When an array is large, it is often impractical to represent an array reduction function using the original form of data access function. Thus, we propose an extended data access function as follows:
e i]=SUM j=1:100:1 (a i; j]) The regular section speci er speci es that a reduction operation is applied to the second dimension, and the range is from 1 to 100 with stride 1.
The synthesis of extended data access functions is similar to the synthesis of original data access functions. The only di erence is to retain the regular section speci er in the synthesis process. We use an example below to illustrate the synthesis of extended data access functions. The following example is extracted from 11]. There are ten array operations in the above code fragment . Arrays d, e, f, t1, t2, t3, t4, t5 , and t6 are temporaries which can be eliminated by array operation synthesis assuming that they are not used elsewhere. We list their corresponding data access functions below. Note that some of array operations are array reduction operations which are represented with our extended data access functions. The example above shows the extension of our synthesis scheme to include reduction functions. If the source array of a reduction operation comes from a data access function with multiple data access patterns, the synthesis is more complicated and has to be treated carefully. Appendix C presents a solution for the general case.
Synthesis of WHERE Constructs
Based on the statement merge optimization in 16], this synthesis framework can be applied to synthesize the array operations in di erent array assignment statements. In this paper, we enable the statement merge techniques to include the Fortran 90 WHERE and ELSE-WHERE constructs. This extension is done by translating a WHERE construct into a data access function and then performing a synthesis between the derived data access function and the data access functions of enclosed array statements. In addition, if the body of a WHERE or ELSE-WHERE construct is a compound statement, the compound statement is rst synthesized into one data access function. The data access functions of both bodies of WHERE and ELSE-WHERE constructs need to have the same target array to be considered in our scheme. The data access function of the combined WHERE and ELSE-WHERE statement can then be synthesized with array statements outside the WHERE statement. An example is given below to describe this process. We can synthesize these two data access functions in this code fragment, and the nal result is 
The nature of our array synthesis is a form of local optimization in contrast to the global optimization in a compiler. In addition, by examining many real Fortran 90 programs, we have found that the number of consecutive array operations within an array expression is uaually less than 12. The data access functions of Fortran 90 intrinsic array functions usually have the number of data access patterns less than four. In fact, many array operations, including TRANSPOSE, array section move, SPREAD, etc., have only one data access pattern. The complexity of synthesis and optimization of array operations is exponential and may sound impractical if k is large. However, in real application, we can set the maximum synthesis length for multiple-clause functions to be a xed constant, say 10 or 12. This makes our algorithm tractable for a compiler to use.
The time of performing optimization for segmentation descriptor is the combination of the normalization and intersection processes as mentioned in Section 5. For the normalization, we have to normalize all of the segmentation descriptors in the data access patterns of the resultant data access function. Because the resultant data access function is from the synthesis of k data access functions, we also need to solve the intersection of at most k simple segmentation descriptors. The running time for normalizing a simple segmentation descriptor is bounded by the running time of solving D linear Diophantine equations, where D is the number of dimensions of the array. Similarly, the running time for solving the intersection of two normalized segmentation descriptors with a ne index functions is also bounded by solving D linear Diophantine equations. Therefore, The overall running time for normalizing and intersecting the segmentation descriptors of F 1 ; F 2 ; ; F k , (and l i is the number of data access patterns of F i ), is
where is the time to solve a Diophantine equation, and is equal to (Log c), where c is an integer produced in nding the greatest common divisor during the equation solving process.
Implementation and Experiments
The SYNTOOL is a preliminary implementation of this synthesis scheme, and it provides a prototype for the experiments in this section. It is written in C language and can be installed on any system with a native C compiler. Users can use it to construct their own data access functions. The SYNTOOL provides a routine to synthesize those user-speci ed data access functions. Also, the routines for normalization and intersection of segmentation descriptors are also included in the SYNTOOL. The SYNTOOL takes data access functions as inputs and performs an automatic array operation synthesis to obtain a synthesized data access function as discussed in this paper.
Seven Fortran 90 programs with array operations shown in the appendix A are used to evaluate the e ectiveness of our synthesis scheme in improving execution time performance. Both of the base and synthesized codes in these experiments are hand-translated to C codes, which are then compiled by the native C compiler on a Sequent multiprocessor machine. The base version is based on a straightforward compilation by translating each Fortran 90 array intrinsic function into a (parallel) nested loop and uses a temporary array to pass intermediate results.
In addition, loop fusion and statement merge are applied in the base version so that there is only one single loop generated without any temporary array for a sequence of elemental array operations, such as A(:) = B(:) + C(:) + D(:). The synthesized codes are obtained by feeding data access functions of array operations into SYNTOOL to automatically construct synthesized data access functions, which are then used to generate C code. This code generation process is done by hand. The execution time shown in Table 1 is obtained by running each program on an 8-node Sequent shared-memory multiprocessor machine. The speedup is the performance improvement of the synthesis scheme over the base version with the same number of processors. The rst three program segments are created using the combinations of SPREAD, RESHAPE, EOSHIFT, MERGE, and CSHIFT functions as well as WHERE and ELSE-WHERE constructs. They are used to demonstrate the ability of our scheme in composing these array operations and to show the performance e ects. The rst test case is the example used in Section 4. The second example includes WHERE and ELSE-WHERE constructs and a SPREAD function. The third example We then compare our synthesis scheme with the scheme of Guibas and Wyatt 14] and Budd 6] , which synthesize APL array operators by merging their steppers (including the mapping of axis, start, and stride). For those array functions which can be expressed by steppers, their work are as e ective as our proposed synthesis scheme and require no intermediate array temporaries and separate loops. These functions include elemental functions, TRANSPOSE, SPREAD, and certain special cases of RESHAPE. However, for the constructs, such as CSHIFT, EOSHIFT, MERGE, and WHERE, which cannot be expressed by a stepper, our synthesis scheme shows performance and storage advantages. In the seven test cases, the stepper scheme fails to synthesize the programs in the test suite Table 2 : Performance of test suites on an SGI Power Challenge with 8 nodes. The problem size N is set to 512.
1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and produces the same codes as our base version. The stepper mechanism only successfully synthesize the program of the test suite 7, and produces the same synthesized code as our proposed scheme. In the test suite 5, the stepper successfully synthesizes the rst 6 lines of the program with SPREAD and elemental array operations, but fails to synthesize the rest of the program. However, there is no scheme in the work of Guibas and Budd to avoid performance anomaly with the SPREAD operations. Note that performance anomaly does occur with the test suite 5. The solution in Section 6 enables us to produce better optimized codes by avoiding performance anomaly problems. We also perform experiments using the same programs on an 8-node SGI Power Challenge machine, and the results are shown in Table 2 . The grid size is set to 512 on this platform, and the time is measured in seconds for the code fragments executed 20 times. We only list informationfor the four real applications, as they are of more interests. We also measure the e ects to perform synthesis with or without the segmentation descriptor optimization (described in Section 5) and the synthesis anomaly prevention scheme (described in Section 6). Four sets of performance data are given for each application, and they are named item a], b], c], and d] in Table 2 . The rst set (item a]) of the performance gures given for each application is from the base code. The second set (item b]) of the performance data includes array synthesis but without segmentation descriptor optimization and synthesis anomaly handling. The third set (item c]) of the performance data includes array synthesis and segmentation descriptor optimization, but without synthesis anomaly handling. The last set (item d]) of the performance data includes array synthesis with descriptor optimization and synthesis anomaly prevention. The second and third items described above might be omitted if there is no need for such an optimization for an application. In the case that the synthesized result is with only one pattern in the synthesized data access function, there is no need for array descriptor optimization. In addition, in the absence of common subexpressions and one-to-many array operations, there is no need for synthesis anomaly handling. Our scheme is equally e ective on an SGI Power Challenge machine. Table 3 illustrates the bene t of our optimization. The performance is normalized so that the base code running on one processor for each application is set to one. Each given speedup is the time of the corresponding entry in Table 2 over the base code running on one processor.
Finally, Table 4 lists the number of stores, loads, barrier synchronizations, and array storage used in the base and synthesized version, respectively. N is the size of the array in each dimension. The last column in the table lists the number of total words for arrays used in the test suites. In this Table 4 : Number of loads, stores, barrier synchronizations, and array storages used in test suites and stores for array elements, as they are the main factors contributing to improvements in the synthesis schemes. The numbers of data movements are signi cantly reduced in all cases, which is the main reason for performance improvement. In addition, the number of loop barriers and array storage used are all reduced, which, too, contribute to performance improvement.
Conclusion
Array operation synthesis transforms multiple array operations into a single data access function. Thus, the synthesis can improve performance by reducing redundant data movements, temporary storage usage, and parallel loop synchronization overhead. In this paper, we have presented a new function composition approach to synthesize extensive array operations. Our scheme can handle not only data accesses between arrays of di erent numbers of dimensions but also masked array expressions, multiple-source array operations, and multiple-clause array functions, which are not handled collectively by any previous research work. 
Summary of Fortran 90 array functions
This framework can synthesize Fortran 90 element-wise array expressions, MERGE, SPREAD, RESHAPE, CSHIFT, EOSHIFT, and TRANSPOSE functions, array section move, array reduction operations and WHERE constructs. Not all the array functions in Fortran 90 can be represented with our data access functions. For example, the PACK and UNPACK functions have not been included in this framework.
C Supplements to Synthesis with Reduction Operation
In the case that the source array of a reduction operation comes from a multiple-clause data access function, the synthesis with reduction becomes more complicated and has to be carefully handled. We explain the idea of array operation synthesis involved in multiple-clause data access functions and array reduction operations below. Consider the following Fortran 90 code fragment: Since arrays A, B, C, D, E, F and G are assigned to di erent portions of array T1, their data access functions can be merged into a single data access function. We can construct the data access functions below. 
E i] = SUMj=1:100:1(T3 i; j]) (17) After synthesizing (15) , (16) , and (17), we have E i] = SUM j=1:100:1 (H i; j] + T1 j; i]): (18) Note that the data access function of array T1 is a multiple-clause one. See (18), E i] comes from the reduction of the ith row of array H and the ith column of array T1. This is because array T1 is rst transposed before the reduction operation. Fig. 3 shows that the sources for di erent columns in array T1 vary according to the value of i. In the case that i is in the range from 1 to 40, the ith column is from array A and B. Similarly, when i is in the range from 41 to 50, the ith column is from array C and B, and if i is in the range from 51 to 60, the ith column is from array D, E, and B. The source arrays are D, F and G if i is in the range from 61 to 100. The main idea is to group the sections with the same reduction patterns together. We can get those information from the segmentation descriptors of the synthesized data access function. With those segmentation descriptors, we perform intersections to obtain the index ranges which have the same reduction patterns.
The whole process can be divided into several steps. We use the running example to illustrate these steps.
Step 1. Synthesize data access functions as described in Section 7.2 In our example, we synthesize (14), (15) , (16) , and (17) together.
Algorithm 4 To synthesize a multiple-clause data access function and an extended data access function.
Step 1. Synthesize the two data access functions as described in Section 7. L represents the reduction operation and Ri describes range of the reduction operation. Suppose R1, R2, , and Rn, are to reduce the k-th dimension of the array.
Let 0 i , 1 i n, be derived from i by removing the k-th dimension of i. Find all of the greatest-commonrange set of f 0 1 , 0 2 , , 0 n g. The de nition of greatest-common-range set is shown in De nition 4.
For each greatest-common-range set, we use it to construct a data access pattern. Assume f 0 a 1 , 0 a 2 , , 0 ax g is a greatest-common-range set which we nd in Step 2. According to this greatest-common-range set, we can obtain a data access pattern as follows: E i1; i2; ; ik?1; ik+1; ; ip] = Each greatest-common-range set represents a section which is with the same reduction pattern.
